
My name Manuel Martinez, residing in Keizer Oregon 
SB554 is another bill to intimidate Law abiding citizens especially the ones having Concealed Gun Permits.. Would be  extremely 
dangerous to carry a weapon outside your Home. I realize it is your euphoria to disarm the Population, your accomplishing that 
Marxist mandate very well. In Communist Countries people like yourself would be  qualify for the Medal of HERO or HEROIN. The 
restrictions and or prohibitions are nothing more than to terrorize the citizenry. This is America the Land of the Free, is not China, 
Cuba, Venezuela neither another tyrannical Nation. Don't make America a cemetery. Communism or similar offer three things, 
Misery, Pain and Death. The Elite rules the Population obey. 

SB554 goes hand to hand with other Gun Control Bill  generated by the House. Which is to terrorize the Citizen for making 
defenseless at the hand of the Criminals and meat for tyrannical societies. SB554 is making every airport, public buildings, schools, 
universities and many others which qualify to bne above above the Law. You my respectables Senators are  inciting to all those 
places enumerated in the Bill to disrespect the Constitution of United State of America  2nd Amendment.. . you are given to all those 
to create regulations at their will to create represson headquarters to commit abuses against the people who pay their salaries. This 
Bill has the same level of malignancy as the ones the mandates orders institutes in Communist society. Of that is the kind of system 
you enjoy. 

I question the legality of SB554. FRAUD as defined by Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, quote "intentional perversion of truth in 
order to induce another to part with something of value or to surrender a legal right" they refer as IMPOSTORS the ones to 
defrauds.

POLITICIANS,  follow the Laws we have a tonnage of them. JUDGE:follow the Law don't massage the Law to accommodate your 
feeling. Last let the Law enforcement to do their    job and SOCIALISTS, don't glorified CRIMINALS. It is sickening how they make 
criminals heros.

This Nation is  Capitalist not Marxist,Socialist, Communist or any of other equivalent.             In the Mastery of God, I trust.           
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